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No More Broken Shear Pins!

Extreme Machine Buffers

The Toughest, Most Durable Grinder/Sander/Buffer On The Market!

The Extreme Machine is made for the really tough jobs - grinding, scarifying,
EZ Scraping...

In fact, unlike other popular buffers, using EZ Scrape or other grinding
attachments WILL NOT VOID THE WARRANTY.

The Extreme Machine boasts a triple planetary gear unit with a steel coupling.
That's why it has a full 1 YEAR WARRANTY on parts and labor even when
used with the EZ Scrape and grinding attachments.

So, if you're tired of broken shear pins and costly downtime, don't settle for
less than the best - the Extreme Machine.

#485-17
17" Extreme Machine with vac
ready base. w/o pad driver.

#485-20
20" Extreme Machine w/o pad driver.
Vac ready base not available on 20".

40# Weight Attachment*
#485-17-651
Adding this additional weight to
your buffer (Extreme Machine
only) provides extra downward
force to let your machine really
dig into those hard-to-remove
accumulations. Can almost double
the production of any attachment.

Floating Dust Control Ring*
#485.17.DC.R 

*Attachments for use on the 485-17 only

Floor Preparation

Vacuum ready
• Dual safety switch levers
• 1.5 HP, 110V motor 175 rpm. Weight: 102 lbs.
• Totally enclosed external fan prevents
concrete dust and grit from entering the
motor windings and wearing the motor out

• Triple planetary gear box with steel coupling
• 50’ power cord



Multi-Head
#485-MH
Comes with six 4" dia. x 1/2" thick
velcro pads. 
(#485-1602)

“Red Devil” 4" 30
grit diamond plate.
For grinding and
concrete removal. 
#485-1618
Attachment: Bolt on

1/4" Titan Puck
For surface profile and
adhesive preparation.
Removal of rubber
padding. #485-1610
Attachment: Bolt on

1/8" Titan Puck
For paint and adhesive
removal. 
#485-1608
Attachment: Bolt on

1/2" Replacement
Velcro Pad
#485-1602

4" 30 grit diamond
plate.
For sanding and 
concrete removal. 
#485-DIA-30
Attachment: Velcro
only

Blue Diamond Cup
4" 30 grit diamond
plate. For grinding and
concrete removal.
#485-1617
Attachment: Mounting
Plate

Attachments for the Extreme Machine

Attachments for Multi-Head

EZ Scrape
Removes cutback, multi-purpose adhesives and other
hard -to-remove floor residue quickly and easily. No
chemicals or disposal issues. The EZ Scrape is a dry
removal system.  Removes: Paint, Cured Adhesives,
Rubber Padding, even Urethane Adhesives.

The EZ Scrape is supplied with a plastic clutch plate for
use on standard buffers. An aluminum clutch plate is also
provided for use on heavy duty buffers such as the Taylor
Tools Extreme Machine #485-17 page 12 if preferred. Use
of the aluminum clutch plate on a standard duty buffer
with an EZ Scrape may cause damage to the machine.

#472 - 13" disk for 15" machines   
#471 - 15" disk for 17" machines
#470 - 17" disk for 19" & 20" machines   
#470-15 - Replacement blades-6 per pack

Silicon Abrasive Brushes
Silicon carbide impregnated nylon brushes
self-replenish as brush wears to outlast  floor
pads 100 to one! The best thing for uneven
surfaces, wood or concrete. Use 2" smaller
than buffer. Comes in 13", 15", & 17" diameters.  

SAB.46 Silica Abrasive Brush 46 Grit, Brown
SAB.80 Silica Abrasive Brush 80 Grit, Black
SAB.180 Silica Abrasive Brush 180 Grit, Blue
SAB.500Silica Abrasive Brush 500 Grit, Grey

One additional
aluminum clutch
plate included
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Plastic Clutch Plate installed

#470-15
Carbide replacement blades for
the EZ Scrape don’t get any
better than these high pressure
blades that are guaranteed to
stay sharper and last far longer
than any other blades on the
market.

#470-15B
If initial cost is a major consider-
ation, you can’t go wrong with
these standard grade carbide
blades at a very modest price.

EZ Scrape Carbide Blades

Mounting Plate for Blue
Diamond Cup
5/8" Male #485-1659




